2005 honda pilot radiator replacement

The problem I am having is that the heater does not get very hot, even on HI. When I run the
heater, I can hear what sounds like trickling water under the dash when I accelerate. At this time
the heater does get a little warmer. I am assuming this means that the heater core not blocked. I
have no leaks in the cabin, although the Honda dealership recently told me I have a very small
leak in the bottom of the radiator. The engine gets up to normal operating temperature quickly
and stays just below halfway on the temperature gauge. Anyone have any suggestions? I would
appreciate any help on this. I live in Maine, and it gets pretty cold up here! It sounds like an air
pocket is forming in the heater core possibly. Turn the heat on and top off the coolant in the
radiator and expansion tank, engine running. See if that helps. Ultimately, you need to repair all
leaks in the coolant system in order to permanently fix it. Your cooling system is low, refill it
and the air in your heater lines will no longer be a problem. If you have even a very small leak in
your radiator, makes sense to replace it. Take the vehicle to a shop, and ask that they purge any
air from the cooling system That should get the heater working. Hello All! Our Honda Pilot is at
it again, causing problems. It is a Wisconsin car and has k miles on it. During a routine oil
change and tire rotation in the driveway, we found the plastic cowling under the radiator area is
wet. It appears to be oil and there are steel lines with rubber tubing on them at the bottom of the
radiator that are wet, too. What looks like the bottom radiator support, made of steel, is wet and
it appears to be oil. It is difficult to make sense of this area because visibility from my vantage
point is poor I am relegated to laying on the driveway with the car on jack stands. Before I get
started on things, I was doing some research with no luck yet. After the help on this forum for
our Chevy truck I figured this would be a great place for some questions. My questions are:. If
the leak has been there for a while, one or the other should be low. Check any rubber hoses for
elasticity by squeezing them. Check for cracks in the rubber, too. This was a somewhat frequent
occurrence with the Honda Pilot and related cars in those years one of them being my Acura
MDX. I suggest making sure the transmission fluid is at the correct level and getting this car in
for service as soon as possible. As advised above, first priority is to make sure both the engine
and transmission fluid are at their proper level; if either of those get low the resulting damage
could be very expensive to repair. Sprayed some carb cleaner in the area and starting to thinknit
is the lines. Hard to believe they are rubber with hose clamps. Looks factory, too. Still is kind of
cheesey. Will take in tomorrow and update! Honda uses a rubber timing belt on your engine,
too. BTW, was that changed around , miles? There were TSBs for both oil and trans fluid leaks
for the Odyssey. The '05s were pretty popular at CarComplaints. The Honda Pilot is at the
mechanic. The steel lines are pinholed and rusted. They will be replaced with bulk steel lines
and new hoses. Radiator is OK. Amen to that! I look for seepage, check connections, squeeze
hoses, and just plain look hard. I recall one incident with an old Toyota pickup. I was doing an
oil change and found a crusty green spot on the radiator, just above the lower tank. The truck
was high mileage, and I knew that color, so I went straight out and bought a new radiator. After
changing it out, I stuck my forefinger straight through that crusty green spot. It was ready to
hemorrhage at any moment. Any help or ideas are appreciated!! Part Throttle. This could have
ended badly! Makes it seem justified that I still do some things myself. There are so many
disasters that could be prevented by simply looking around. Hardlymoving writes about
do-it-yourself automobile maintenance on various makes and models. This article shows you
how to replace the compressor and condenser on a Honda Pilot - The job includes installing
new valve stems and evacuating and recharging the AC system. My customer had a repair shop
replace his AC compressor a month earlier and complained that the AC no longer worked. The
repair shop refused to follow up to determine the cause of the failure. I was unable to obtain
much history about how the repair was performed. I inspected the car and saw there was good
pressure in the system and the AC fuse wasn't blown. The compressor clutch, however, would
not engage. The customer agreed to a new replacement compressor provided by him while I
provided a new Denso condenser and low- and high- pressure valve stems, followed by an
evacuation and recharge service. I would have preferred the OEM Honda compressor
manufactured by Denso since that compressor had lasted over 10 years. I can usually perform
this repair in under three hours. Although some people think it's unnecessary to replace the
condenser as well when the compressor fails, replacing the condenser is recommended by
most aftermarket AC compressor providers. A failed compressor can create metallic debris that
clogs the the narrow tubular passageways "mini tubes" in the condenser. This debris will
impede refrigerant gas flow and could cause pressure in the compressor to build up higher than
normal to overcome the restriction. Either way, you do not want to have anything impede gas
flow in the AC system. Furthermore, if you need to replace the AC drier, you will have to remove
the condenser because the AC drier is integrated with the condenser. This minute video will
provide you with visual step-by-step help for completing the removal and replacement of a
Honda Pilot AC compressor and condenser. The job includes replacing the high- and

low-pressure valve stems and evacuating and recharging the AC system. The steps are also
described lower down in the article. To access the AC condenser, you need to remove the upper
radiator shroud and the chrome plastic radiator grill that's mounted on top of the bumper.
Recommendation: After you install the compressor and condenser, you can wait and re-install
the chrome radiator grill and bottom dust cover during the half-hour AC evacuation process. If
no pressure leakage has been detected, it's not necessary to replace the valve stems for the
service connection ports, but I recommend replacing them anyway. I have experienced them
failing unexpectedly in the middle of summer. Replacement is simple and the stems are
inexpensive. There're sometimes in there pretty tight. Turn the vacuum pump on. The needle on
the low pressure gauge will swing counterclockwise into the minus zone which is the green
area on the gauge I am using. Let the evacuation go on for approximately 30 minutes to remove
all moisture. Note: If after a few minutes the vacuum reading is minus 25 or less, there is, more
than likely, an open area in the AC system. A leak-free system should be in the minus 28 zone.
To know for certain, close off the low pressure side blue dial valve by turning the dial
counterclockwise and turn off the vacuum pump. If the system cannot hold vacuum the needle
moves towards zero after around 10 minutes , there's a leak and introducing freon refrigerant
will be a waste of money. A mild leak may indicate either the high or low pressure valve stem
springs are too weak to hold a high amount of vacuum and is not indicative of a leak in the
system. In that case, a mild amount of leakage is acceptable. Recommendation: After removing
the low-pressure coupler, immediately connect the Freon recharge dispenser fitting. Sometimes
the valve stem will allow air to come into the system because the valve spring is too weak.
Some vehicles will have a label fixed inside the engine compartment indicating the amount of
Freon needed for the system. Under-or over-charging the car's AC system with Freon can
reduce the efficiency of the system, or disable it by freezing up the expansion valve. Content is
for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel
or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. Many people
purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated
with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners
need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be
tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. American auto
manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through
hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car
was born. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an
expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. Related Articles. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Jerry Fisher. By Victor Mangubat.
By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary
Wickison. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled
in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. A failed radiator can land a vehicle
directly into the shop. Oil Catch Cans. Performance Air Intakes. Reservoir, Overflow, and
Expansion Tanks. Fan Shrouds. Racing Thermostats. Silicone Hoses. Performance Exhaust
Systems. Silicone Couplers. Hose Clamps. Heat Protection. Transmission Coolers. Replacement
Radiators. Chassis Components. Coming Soon. Ford Powerstroke Performance Parts. Dodge
Cummins Performance Parts. Jeep Performance Parts. Ford F Performance Parts. Gas Truck
Performance Parts. Borne Off-Road. Diesel Boot Kits with Duracore. Classic Radiators. Classic
Silicone Radiator Hoses. Classic Racing Thermostats. Classic Cooling Packages. Shop Classic
Make Model. Race Radiators. Race Intercoolers. Race Silicone Couplers. Race Intercooler
Cores. Race Universal Piping. Race Oil Catch Cans. Race Transmission Coolers. Race Hose

Clamps. Race Heat Protection. Race Coming Soon. Synthetic Coolant. Radiator Additive. Fuel
Relief. Decals and Stickers. Gift and Promotional. X-Braced Dirt Bike Radiators. ATV Offroad
Radiators. Get Sponsored! Direct fit Ideal replacement for an aged, clogged, or leaking stock
radiator Functions with all stock engine bay equipment Brazed core. Shop all Replacement
Radiators. Ideal replacements A failed radiator can land a vehicle directly into the shop. Direct
fit Mishimoto replacement radiators are application-specific for direct-fit installation. Shop By.
Shopping Options Price. Please Select Year. Please Select Make. Functions with stock
equipment These direct-fit replacement radiators drop into place and work perfectly with all
stock parts. Lifetime Warranty All Mishimoto products carry a lifetime warranty, including
accident protection. Click to Mishimoto Lifetime Warranty. Forgot your password? Please enter
your email address below. You will receive a link to reset your password. Email Address. Back
to Login Submit. Push the limits with Mishimoto Push the limits with Mishimoto. Our mobile
mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The radiator
performs a critical function; it keeps the engine from overheating. While running, the engine
produces heat. Coolant flowing through the system absorbs and removes extra heat from the
engine. The coolant then passes through the radiator where it cools off and is later circulated
back to the engine to absorb heat again. A radiator has two tanks that are connected to each
other through aluminum or brass tubes. When the coolant passes through these tubes, the
radiator cooling fan blows air across the radiator to lower the temperature of the coolant. The
tank is usually made of plastic, and it is common for it to crack and start leaking coolant. If the
tank or the tubes crack, coolant will leak , the vehicle will overheat and could cause severe
engine damage. Radiators also tend to clog over time. When this occurs, not enough coolant
flows through the radiator leading to heat build-up, causing the engine to overheat. Follow the
service maintenance schedule provided by the manufacturer to get the coolant replaced at
regular intervals. It is a good practice to change the coolant every 25,, miles. Replacing the
coolant will ensure it is free of contaminants such as rust or scale that can block it from flowing
through the radiator and engine. Given high engine temperatures, it is inevitable that the tanks
in the radiator will eventually crack. The thermostat should be replaced when replacing the
radiator as well as any necessary radiator hoses. The system should also be flushed out of all
old coolant to remove any contamination. If a defective radiator is not replaced, the overheating
of the engine can potentially lead to serious internal engine damage. Honda Pilot Car Radiator
Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic
Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See
availability. Keep in mind: When replacing the radiator, it is best to also replace the radiator cap
and thermostat. After your radiator is replaced, it is best to have it checked for leaks, to assure
that everything is in working order. When the radiator is replaced, the entire cooling system
should be checked, especially the radiator hoses. How it's done: Inspect radiator for leaks.
Pressure test cooling system. Remove and replace the radiator. Recheck for leaks. Our
recommendation: Follow the service maintenance schedule provided by the manufacturer to get
the coolant replaced at regular intervals. What common symptoms indicate you may need to
replace the Radiator? Car is overheating. Coolant red, yellow, green fluid is leaking. How
important is this service? Number of Honda Pilot Radiator Replacement services completed.
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Honda Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of
our expert Honda mechanics Real customer reviews from Honda owners like you. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Shawn 10 years of experience. Request Shawn. Pilot - Radiator Orefield, PA. You will never want to use a storefront shop again. Highly recommend. Jonathan
25 years of experience. Request Jonathan. Pilot - Alternator - Marietta, GA. Very Professional
and helpful. Pilot - Coolant is leaking - Carmichael, CA. Very helpful explaining why all these
repairs are needed and showed me what is going on. Julius 24 years of experience. Request
Julius. Julius is a very amiable, friendly person with a high degree of mechanical expertise. Did
not disappoint. Would call on him again. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Car
Radiator Replacement. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and
transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a
week between 7 AM and 9 PM. Your vehicle's engine is constantly burning fuel and gets hot.
The cooling fan motor powers the cooling fan, which keeps the engine from overheating. The
fan is located in the engine compartment, at the front or rear of the radiator. The fan cools the
coolant as it passes through the radiator. The coolant flows through the entire engine and is
responsible for absorbing the extra heat and thereby preventing the engine from overheating.
The fan blows the air from the outside and passes it through the radiator. If the cooling fan
motor and the fan stop working, the coolant will remain hot and cause the engine to overheat.
Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic

comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Cooling Fan Motor Service. Keep
in mind: When the cooling fan motor is replaced, the cooling fan blade should also be
inspected. Anytime that maintenance is performed on the cooling system, the fan motor should
be inspected. How it's done: Scan the computer system for any diagnostic trouble codes. Test
fuses and relays. Test for power and ground going to the fan. Remove and replace the radiator
fan motor. Check for proper operation of fan. Our recommendation: The cooling fan motor is an
electrical motor that resides in a high temperature environment. At some point over time, it may
fail. If you notice that the engine is overheating see the temperature gauge in the dashboard ,
and you do not hear the fan s working get the cooling system inspected immediately. Your
mechanic should check the coolant and fill, if needed. Follow the service maintenance schedule
provided by the manufacturer to replace the coolant. It is a good practice to change the coolant
every 25, to 40, miles. Car overheats. Check Engine light may be on. Cooling Fan fuse may be
blown. How important is this service? Number of Honda Pilot services completed.
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Honda Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of
our expert Honda mechanics Real customer reviews from Honda owners like you. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Jonathan 25 years of experience. Request Jonathan. Pilot - Alternator
- Marietta, GA. Very Professional and helpful. Pilot - Coolant is leaking - Carmichael, CA. Very
helpful explaining why all these repairs are needed and showed me what is going on. Julius 24
years of experience. Request Julius. Julius is a very amiable, friendly person with a high degree
of mechanical expertise. Did not disappoint. Would call on him again. Juan 10 years of
experience. Request Juan. Great job! How can we help? Read FAQ. For more information go to
Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts that you need! Replacement is a professional brand for autobody, lighting
parts, electrical, brake, suspension, intake and exhaust, and cooling and heating products. All
Replacement brands include 1-year, unlimited-mileage warranty. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Manufacturer P Questions,
Answers. Recommended Use:. OE Replacement. Number of Rows:. Tank Material:. Plastic Tank.
Core Material:. Aluminum Core. Core Dimensions:. Core Size. Automatic Transmission Cooler:.
With Transmission Cooler. Engine Oil Cooler:. Without Engine Oil Cooler. Factory Finish. Inlet
Size:. Outlet Size:. Inlet Location:. Top left inlet. Outlet Location:. Bottom left outlet. Replaces
DPI Number:. DPI Product Fit:. Direct Fit. Quantity Sold:. Sold individually. Replaces OE
Number:. Replaces Partslink Number:. AC, HO Prop 65 Warning:. Core Height:. Core Thickness:.
Core Width:. Interchange Part Number:. Returns Policy:. Vehicle Fitment Information. Vehicle
Name. Fitment Information. Prod
2005 toyota highlander fuse diagram
miami british land rover
free fiat manuals
uct Information. Need help? Call our product expert Warranty Policy. Right parts, guaranteed.
Check out our Warranty Policy for more details. Shipping Policy. We ship fast so you can get on
the road that much faster. Check out our Shipping Policy for more details. Easy Return Policy.
Check out our Return Policy for more details. In the Garage with CarParts. Best Radiators for
Your Vehicle. Customer Reviews. Apr 03, Great transaction! Replaced this part after kids hit a
deer with their Honda Pilot. Old one was bent up but still working. But due to vehicle's age, I
decided to change it out. And this part was cheaper through this website than it was through my
local Car Quest store. Denise Carlson. Purchased on Feb 03, Jul 03, I am bought 2 week ago
very happy with it , buy it again. Purchased on Aug 01, Jun 14, Purchased on Dec 22, Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

